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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again an inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother, Sun Jin Nim and Heung Jin 

Nim [in the spiritual world]: 

 

True Father: "No matter how the world persecutes or criticizes me, I am not bothered at all. I have my 

own pride and dignity and power source. Only God's love could bring that power." [1] 

 

True Parents have that power because their heart resonates with the heart of God. That means they are 

interested in loving and embracing people, even those who attack and persecute them. They are not 

interested in justifying or defending themselves, let alone in hitting back. Rather they ignore the hurts and 

insults and keep loving. They know that this is God's way, and that it is such love that changes the world: 

 



 

 

True Father: "When people curse me, I just forget it." [2] 

 

True Father: "While in prison I was whipped, beaten, tortured and bloodied, yet I never resented those 

who beat me... God's way is to pray with tears for the one who holds the whip. This is why I did so, and 

still do to this day." [3] 

 

Certainly loving people in such a way attracts the biggest blessings: 

 

True Mother: "My husband and I have forgiven the unforgivable and, for the sake of humanity, loved 

enemies unlovable... No matter how unjust the persecution we receive, we do not blame anyone, rather 

we love them. When we overcame ordeals in this manner, blessings that we could not even imagine took 

place." [4] 

 

Just as God and True Parents are always on the side of true love, we, too, are challenged to choose love 

over and over again, even when people attack and hurt us: 

 

Sun Jin Nim: "When you're disconnected or hurt, it's the hardest to open up and love. But when you 

forgive, love, and unite, you let go whatever someone else did to you. You choose love. You choose to 

invite forgiveness and unity." [5] 

 

It may not always be easy, but it is not impossible. We all have the capacity to choose love over 

resentment. By doing this, we advance in heart very fast, and we become real peace makers, who are 

needed in this time of conflict. True peace comes from true love, and true peace begins in our own heart. 

We can become the greatest champions for peace, by always choosing love over hatred and resentment: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "Open up your hearts and really embrace each person and don't let anything hold you 

back from loving the people. 

 

That's how my Father lives. He just loves everybody, even the people that hate him, even the people that 

attack him, even the people who hurt him. My Father just keeps loving them..." [6] 

 

We all have the potential to practice such a love. It is all there, in our heart. We only have to use our 

potential and actualize it. Then we greatly contribute to the establishment of the world of the heart, the 

world family with God and true love at the center. And our heart will more and more resonate with the 

heart of God. 

 

Love from Bruno 
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